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liver Eaton Williamson, the Edgar F. Kaiser Professor Emeri-
tus of  Business at Haas and Professor Emeritus of  Economics 

and Law at University of  California, Berkeley, died May 21, 2020. He 
was a pioneer in the multi- and inter-disciplinary field of  transaction 
cost economics1 and one of  the world’s most cited social scientists.2 He 
was awarded3 the 2009 Sveriges Riksbank Prize in Economic Sciences 
in Memory of  Alfred Nobel «for his analysis of  economic governance, 
especially the boundaries of  the firm». The Royal Swedish Academy of  
Sciences specified in its citation that Professor Williamson «provided a 
theory of  why some economic transactions take place within firms and 
other similar transactions take place between firms, that is, in the mar-
ketplace». 

* Addresses for correspondence: geoff@vivarais.co.uk, Devon, uk; massimiliano.vatiero@ 
unitn.it, Trento, Italy. 
1 The concept of  transaction cost represents «a theoretical innovation – a new way of  think-

ing about economic phenomena» (Backhouse 2004). In a well-wishing message that Oliver 
Williamson prepared in 2013 to an annual conference of  the Italian Society of  Law and Econ-
omics, organized by one of  us (mv), and that we attach at the end of  this obituary, Williamson 
reported that Coase wrote him: «Indeed, Transaction Cost Economics is to a large extent your 
creation». 

2 For instance, quite surprisingly because he is with very few publications in strategic man-
agement related journals, Oliver Williamson ranks second, after Michael Porter, on the list of  
Top 15 cited authors in Strategic Management Journal (1980-2009) with two his books (Markets and 
Hierarchies: Analysis and Antitrust Implication, 1975, and The Economic Institutions of  Capitalism: 
Firms, Markets, Relational Contracting, 1985) among the top 15 publications in this Journal (see 
Nickerson 2010). 

3 For their separate but complementary works on economic governance, Williamson shared 
the 2009 prize with Elinor Ostrom, a professor of  political science and of  public and environ-
mental affairs at Indiana University in Bloomington, and the first woman to receive the Nobel 
memorial prize in economic sciences. 
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130                  Geoffrey M. Hodgson and Massimiliano Vatiero
Williamson was born in Superior, Wisconsin, usa, on September 27, 

1932, to Scott and Lucille Williamson – both teachers. He studied busi-
ness and received his b.s. in management in 1955 from Massachusetts 
 Institute of  Technology. He worked as a project engineer for General 
Electric Co. and then earned an m.b.a. degree from Stanford University 
in 1960 and a Ph.D. in economics from Carnegie Mellon University in 
Pittsburgh in 1963. 

For a time, he worked for the Central Intelligence Agency in Wash-
ington where he met Dolores Celini. They married in 1957 and had five 
children. Williamson began his teaching career at Berkeley where he 
was an assistant professor in economics. In 1965, he moved to the Uni-
versity of  Pennsylvania. During his time at Pennsylvania, he was also a 
special economic assistant to the head of  division in the antitrust divi-
sion of  the us Department of  Justice Department in 1966-67. He joined 
the Yale faculty in 1983, but in 1988, Berkeley lured Williamson back by 
appealing to his interdisciplinary interests and offering him appoint-
ments in not only business and economics but also the law. He taught 
economics and law there until he retired in 2004. 

His work combined law, economics, and organization, and he has had 
an influence even in political science, management, and sociology. In a 
telephone interview immediately following the announcement of  the 
2009 Nobel memorial prize, he explained his work by saying, «it’s an in-
terdisciplinary effort to draw economics and organization theory to-
gether, to try to understand the boundaries of  the firm and a whole set 
of  practices that firms engage in, and more generally to understand 
complex economic organizations, of  both the private and public sector 
kinds […] it also appeals to aspects of  the law, mainly contract law, and 
tries to draw these together and demonstrate the, well, a new way of  
trying to interpret complex economic organization» (Smith 2009). 

While traditional economic approaches of  the early 1970s did not 
allow for analysis of  governance within organizations, Williamson 
proved that transaction cost economics could illuminate the trade-offs 
that parties make in transactions: «all feasible forms of  organization are 
flawed, […] we need to understand the trade-offs that are going on, the 
factors that are responsible for using one form of  governance rather 
than another, the strengths and weaknesses that are associated with 
each of  them» (Smith 2009). 

In his 1937, The Nature of  the Firm, a young Ronald Coase – later the 
1991 recipient of  the Sveriges Riksbank Prize in Economic Sciences in 
Memory of  Alfred Nobel – observed that the established theory of  his 
time did not recognize a role for firms, and yet anyone could look out 
on the world and see that economies were populated with hierarchical, 
non-market entities. Williamson’s theories (elaborated without math-
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ematical models and theorems) were inspired by the work of  Coase. 
Using the lens of  transaction cost reasoning, Williamson compared 
markets and hierarchies (the title of  one of  his most influential books),1 
and studied the economic institutions of  capitalism (to quote another in-
fluential book). For instance, what defines a firm? What defines a mar-
ket? In an interview that he gave to one of  us (gh, with David Gindis), 
Williamson responded: «I take the defining characteristics of  govern-
ance structures to be incentive intensity, administrative control, and the 
contract law regime. Firms combine relatively low powered incentives 
with a lot of  control instruments and use hierarchy rather than courts 
to settle disputes. Markets are polar opposites, and hybrids are located 
in between» (Gindis and Hodgson 2007, 376). 

In particular, Williamson focussed on how different attributes of  
transactions were better suited to different types of  governance and 
brought governance of  transactions into economic theory. According 
to Williamson (e.g., 1981, 55), asset specificity is the most important and 
distinctive attribute of  a transaction. A familiar illustration is the relo-
cation of  a supplier’s factory closer to its client (cf. the well-known 
Fisher Body - General Motors case). Because specific investments in a 
transaction cannot be redeployed in other transactions except with a 
significant loss of  revenue, the trans-actor who made transaction-spe-
cific investments moves from having many potential partners to being 
locked in.2 

On the down side, this exposes the investor to the adverse renegoti-
ation of  the counterparty of  the original agreed-on terms. Namely, 
there is a risk of  ex post opportunistic renegotiation (i.e., holdup) that 
diminishes incentives for specific investments. Because of  the hold-up 
risk, there is a problem of  a sub-optimal incentives for investing in asset-
specificity and the parties are pushed to abandon the contractual form 
and manage transactions within a single firm. Indeed, to avoid ineffic-

1 Note that Williamson in his book Markets and Hierarchies stated a famous phrase with a 
Biblical ring: «I assume, for expositional convenience, that ‘in the beginning there was the mar-
ket’» (Williamson 1975, 20; for reasons of  this phrase see Gindis and Hodgson 2007). Indeed, 
a recurrent condition for transaction cost economics is that the market is assumed to pre-exist 
other institutional substitutes (cf. Hodgson 1988, 177-182; see also Dugger 1992). However, 
this assumption that in the beginning there was the market limits the (Coasian) analysis of  
costly markets and, in general, of  non-free-lunch institutions (see Pagano and Vatiero 2015). 

2 In an ideal world, the parties would write a state-contingent contract and rely on an exter-
nal third party, i.e., a judicial system whose power comes from the political monopoly of  power, 
to settle their conflicts ex post. To ensure an ex ante contracted outcome, the external third 
party will observe contracting parties’ conduct and eventually impose penalties or other 
requirements if  contracted obligations are not met. However, according to incomplete 
contract theory (e.g., Tirole 1999; Hart 2017), this external enforcement is costly. In the par-
lance of  incomplete contract theory, the exact nature of  the investment in asset-specificity – 
though it is potentially observable by parties – is not verifiable by the external legal enforcer. 
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132                  Geoffrey M. Hodgson and Massimiliano Vatiero
ient haggling under non-integration, it may be more efficient to trans-
act by fiat. As Williamson (1971, 114) argued, «fiat is frequently a more ef-
ficient way to settle minor conflicts … than is haggling or litigation».1 

On the up side, when the lock-in deriving from transaction-specific 
investments is credible, each party may be more willing to invest. In this 
respect, Williamson used the so-called «hostage model» of  Schelling 
(1960, 300) as a means to create a credible commitment and then sup-
port transactions (see for instance, Williamson 1983). In his view, trans-
actions – albeit in a context with incomplete contracts – can be en-
hanced if  the one party pledges a «hostage», i.e., something that is 
sacrificed in the event of  the premature termination of  the transaction. 
By posting a hostage, a trans-actor creates a commitment that serves as 
a safeguard for the partner’s cooperation. The hostage is ultimately a 
specific investment because the hostage is sacrificed in the termination 
of  the relationship (namely, this hostage has no value outside the rela-
tionship). Exploiting the hostage model, Williamson states that the 
other party should invest in the specific relationship in order to foster 
the specific investments of  one party. 

However, the commitment stemming from specific investments 
tends to create rigidity and stability in a transaction (i.e., trans-actors are 
mutually locked-in a transaction); instead, following the insights of  
Chester Barnard (1938), Williamson observed that «inasmuch as a full 
set of  contingent claim markets is infeasible (by reason of  bounded ra-
tionality), adaptive and sequential decision-making procedures need be 
devised» (Williamson 1973, 318, italics added). One of  main concerns of  
a transaction is indeed its adaptation to changing rules and «[i]ntertem-
poral efficiency … this requires that adaptations to changing market cir-
cumstances be made» (Williamson 1979, 241, italics added). Hence, an 
efficient institutional arrangement must be such that it facilitates adap-
tation in the face of  mutable and unpredictable ex post occurrences. 
Transaction cost economics, Williamson (2010, 9, italics added) writes, 
«has been an exercise in adaptive, intertemporal economic organization 
from the outset». 

Hence, a trade-off  can emerge between commitment stemming 
from specific investments (and related stability in a transaction) and effi-
ciency-enhancing adaptations of  a transaction. Williamson, however, 
shows that commitment and adaptation can work together, not in con-

1 For Williamson, the period that he spent with the Antitrust Division was instructive. In-
deed, while the conventional wisdom among antitrust enforcers was that vertical integration 
could be explained only as an effort to reduce competition, he found the question more com-
plicated and argued that the main motive might be to reduce transaction costs and the resulting 
increase in efficiency could benefit consumers (e.g., Williamson 1968). 
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flict, to improve a transaction. This is the case for the fundamental 
transformation (e.g., Williamson 1975, 1979, 1981, 1985, 1989, 2002a, 2005), 
which is the most important contribution of  Williamson according to 
Oliver Hart (2020), the 2016 Nobel Laureate in economic sciences. The 
fundamental transformation is the process wherein investments in asset 
specificity may transform the transactional environment from an ex ante 
competitive market to a bilateral monopoly.1 This adaptation is based 
on specific investments that, as hostages à la Schelling, create credible 
commitment. Williamson writes,  
[t]he Fundamental Transformation applies to that subset of  transactions for which 
large numbers of  qualified suppliers at the outset are transformed into what, in effect, 
is a bilateral exchange relation during contract execution and at the contract renewal 
interval. … The key factor in determining whether a large numbers supply condition 
will evolve into a bilateral exchange relation is the degree to which the transaction in 
question is supported by durable investments in transaction-specific assets. 

Oliver Williamson (2005, 8, italics added)  
In other words, the process of  fundamental transformation is an adap-
tive process based on investments in asset specificity that can reconfig-
ure an ex ante market situation where opportunism is credible (because 
parties have available alternatives) towards an ex post bilateral mon-
opoly that creates a credible commitment between transactors.2 

Hence, specific investments play a double role in a transaction: On 
the one hand, they are the origin of  the problem of  holdup as suggested 
in the standard literature. On the other hand, they (may) create a 
credible commitment that mitigates the problem of  holdup. This 
double role for specific investments is also noted by Williamson:  
[c]redible commitments and credible threats share this common attribute: Both ap-
pear in conjunction with irreversible, specialized investments. But whereas credible 
commitments are undertaken in support of  alliance and to promote exchange, 
credible threats appear in the context of  conflict and rivalry. 

Oliver Williamson (1985, 167)  
A further central tenet of  Williamson’s theory is that complex trans-
actions require ongoing collaborations (or «relational contracts») in 

1 In process of  fundamental transformation, Williamson applies the idea of  transaction 
from John Commons (1924) (see also Vatiero 2020): A transaction involves not only the ac-
tions of  two actual trans-actors but also the actions expected by potential transactors (e.g., al-
ternatives to two actual transactors) and the power of  the public official actor. Williamson’s 
praise of  John Commons as a great forerunner of  transaction cost economics (e.g., William-
son 1981, 549-550; 1985, 3, 6; 1988, 571; 1996a, 50; 1996b, 152; 1999, 5; 2000, 599; 2002b, 438) is well 
known among interpreters of  institutionalist thought and methodology. 
2 The Williamsonian fundamental transformation might be related to the literature on the 

deterrence entry that is originated by works of  Sylos-Labini (1969) and Dixit (1980), among 
other (cf. also Nicita and Vatiero 2014; and Vatiero 2017). 
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134                  Geoffrey M. Hodgson and Massimiliano Vatiero
which adaptation is achieved and disputes are resolved without re-
course to court litigation. Namely, they need a private ordering: Parties 
in a transaction would benefit from an altogether ruling out of  judicial 
intervention (see Williamson 1979, 2002b). «Private ordering efforts by 
the parties to realign incentives and embed transactions in more protec-
tive governance structures have the purpose and effect of  mitigating the 
contractual problems that would otherwise arise» (Williamson 2002b, 
438). The fundamental transformation represents a case of  private or-
dering: Thanks to commitment stemmed from their specific invest-
ments, trans-actors adapt and enhances their transactions when faced 
with the problem of  holdup risk without public and external enforce-
ment. More generally, the parties may prefer to privately enforce their 
transactions because, even if  the law has developed over time its own 
flexible rules to interpret contracts (e.g., the excuse doctrine), litigation 
costs are higher and/or the risk of  judicial misunderstanding and over-
reach may encourage opportunism and hence undermine relational 
contracting between firms. 

Coase showed the boundaries of  the firm and market. Williamson 
 examined the boundaries (of  the theory) of  firm and market by also 
considering bounded rationality, asset specificity, and opportunism. 
However, the work is still incomplete. Williamson recommended for 
the future: «I think that the new generation of  scholars can recognize 
that their predecessors have made headway. But there are also limita-
tions and big challenges ahead. So let’s push the boundaries» (Gindis 
and Hodgson 2007, 384-385). 
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Appendix  

I thank the editors of  this journal for the opportunity to explain to 
readers Professor Oliver Williamson’s well-wishing message that is 
 published below. Since 2011, I have been a member of  the board of  the 
Italian Society of  Law and Economics (www.side-isle.it) and, in 2013, 
we invited professor  Williamson as keynote speaker to our annual 
 conference that was organized at the Università della Svizzera italiana 
(Lugano). 

The Italian Society of  Law and Economics aims to provide a forum 
for the development, discussion and dissemination of  studies on any 
topic regarding the Economic Analysis of  Law (jel Code: K). The set-
up of  our conferences is highly interdisciplinary and open to all rigorous 
scientific methodologies. Moreover, we encourage the contribution of  
young scholars and want to consolidate relationships among European 
centers of  Law and Economics. 

Unfortunately, for personal reasons Professor Williamson was not 
able to attend our 2013 annual conference but he prepared with pleasure 
a well-wishing message to all participants. 

Let me underline a couple of  aspects of  this well-wishing message 
that motivate the publication on this journal and that are, I believe, par-
ticularly appropriate to understand the great figure of  Oliver William-
son. First, Williamson ‘created’ the analysis of  transaction costs that 
play a key role in Law and Economics field. As Williamson reports, 
Coase himself  writes him: «Indeed, Transaction Cost Economics is to a 
large extent your creation». Second, Williamson was a great supporter 
of  an interdisciplinary and pluralist approach to the analysis of  institu-
tions and organizations. We try, as community and association of  Law 
and Economics, to follow his message.  
                                                          Lorenzo Sacconi 
                               President, side - Italian Society of  Law and Economics 
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